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SoCon honor

Some of GSU's finest
acted out scenes while
displaying the latest

The Southern Conference
named Greg Hill offensive
player of the week for his
361 yards of total offense
performance on Saturday.
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Student recants Employee terminated after alleged attack

rape allegation
By Vanessa Keber
News Editor

A GSU student who reported to
the GSU police department that she
had been raped on Oct. 31 has made
a formal retraction of her original
story, according to information released yesterday.
A press release stated that the
University Police "have developed
evidence that the act may have been
consensual," and "the victim recanted
her original story" during an interview with the police.
In the initial incident report from
GSU police, the victim stated that on
the morning of Oct. 31 she went into
the bathroom on the second floor of
an Olympic Boulevard address and a
male came in behind her and raped
her. She stated that she then called
someone to come and get her, the
report said.

Sgt. William Black talked with
the victim when the alleged crime
was reported on Nov. 2, 72 hours
after the incident allegedly occurred,
and a counselor from the center was
called, the report said.
According to the Department of
Public Safety's web site and the FBI,
fewer than 2 percent of reported rapes
are false, which is the same percentage for the false reporting of other
crimes. Charges can range from
falsely reporting a crime, which is a
misdemeanor, to making false statements to an officer, which is a felony,
Sgt. Black , of GSU police, said.
The case has since been turned
over to the Ogeechee Circuit District
Attorney for review and possible
prosecution, according to the press
release. Additionally, the case will
be turned over to campus judicial
authorities, the release said.

By Vanessa Keber
News Editor

A physical plant employee was
relieved of his job and banned from
campus for one year following his
arrest for allegedly threatening a fellow employee with a knife.
James E. Sutton was arrested and
jailed on Friday after being accused
of threatening a co-worker, on two
seperate occasions, with a knife.
On one occasion, Sutton alleg-

edly placed the knife to the victim's
throat and said, "I will cut your damn
throat in a heartbeat," according to a
police report detailing the incident.
The first incident allegedly
occured on Wednesday, the second
on Friday. Both incidents were reported to the GSU police department
on Friday, GSU police chief Ken
Brown said.
Sutton, who had worked at GSU
for 9 years, has since been given a

letter of termination detailing workplace violations, according to reports.
Sutton has also been banned from
campus by the university police for
one year, Brown said.
"Sutton can be arrested for criminal tresspass, which is a misdemeanor, if he returns to campus,"
Brown said.
Sutton's first appearance hearing
took place at the Magistrate Court on
Monday under the direction of Judge

June Braswell. The first appearance
hearing serves to formally explain
the charges to the accused, Brown
said.
Brown would neither confirm nor
deny reports that Sutton kept a loaded
.38 calibre pistol in his desk, nor that
there was bomb making literature
found in his desk.
Sutton is currently being held in
the Bulloch County jail without
bond.

Candy for a cause

OKs $1 increase
I Senate
in minimum wage
TMS Campus

TMS College students with parttime minimum wage jobs came a bit
closer to getting a pay raise Tuesday,
but there's still several hurdles facing a proposed increase to the minimum wage. The Senate voted Tuesday to increase the minimum-wage
$1 over three years. The Republicanbacked proposal calls for the hike to
be tied with up to $ 18.4 billion in tax
cuts to small business owners.
President Clinton said he would
veto the Republican measure since it
was rife with "unfair and excessive
tax breaks to special interests."
Clinton wants Congress to pass a
Democratic bill which would raise
the minimum wage by a dollar over
two years, without large tax cuts,

The Senate has rejected the Democratic alternative, which would have
provided $9.6 billion in tax relief,
while raising other taxes. Ten states
and the District of Columbia require
minimum wages higher than $5.15
an hour, including a $6.50-an-hour
wage paid in Oregon. The other states
are Alaska, California, Connecticut,
Delaware, Hawaii, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Vermont and Washington. If the GOP bill becomes law,
the minimum wage would rise by 35
cents in March 2000, by 35 cents
more in March 2001 and 30 cents in
March 2002. About 11 million workers would be directly affected, half
of them younger workers under age
24 and many of them holders of parttime jobs.

Luke Renfroe

COTTON CANDY, ANYONE? Angela Sullivan, Kristen Kigor and B.J. Gilbert (I to r) were serving up cotton candy
for a good cause last week. Proceeds went to help fight breast cancer.

Nicely did not file petition
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Gay student's killer laughs about verdict
The Associated
Press
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Matthew Shepard memorial website

year in Wyoming. One of his

McKinney's actions in jail contradict that show of remorse,
DeBree said Monday. He said
McKinney had laughed about the
case and repeatedly used derogatory terms about homosexuals to
refer to Shepard.
DeBree said authorities had intercepted
several
letters
McKinney wrote referring to
Shepard as a "little faggot" and a
"queer."
"We're worried about the effect
he may be having on the younger
inmates," DeBree said.
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Statesboro Police Department
November 8

November 6
•Chris Phelps reported a watch was
taken from the Paulson Stadium.
•Verhonda Gibson reported a portable
CD player was taken from her vehicle in the
Kennedy Hall complex.

November 7

November 5

•Misty Wood, 19. of 710 Georgia Ave.
Apt. #137 was charged with DU1 and failure
to maintain lane.
•Spencer Coward, 20. of 114 Pine view
Rd.. was charged with reckless driving.
•Cory Brinley. 20, of 226 Topi Trail,
Hinesville, .Ga., was charged with motor
vehicle theft.
•Charles Chatneutt reported theft of a
motor vehicle.
•Ashley Haynes, of Covington, Ga.,
reported damage to property.

•James Sutton, 57. of 310 Meadowlark
Circle, was charged with terroristic threats,
felony obstruction, carrying a weapon on
campus, and carrying a concealed weapon.
•Paul Glynn reported his book bag was
taken from the Lakeside Cafe.
•Jessica Hines reported someone
damaged a painting in the Foy Building.
-Editor's Note: Police Beat appears in
every issue of the George-Anne in an effort
to inform the GSU community of the amount,
nature and location of crime. All reports
are public information and can be obtained
from the GSU Division of Public Safety or
at the Statesboro Police Department.

•Bryan Anderson reported someone
keyed his vehicle while parked at Olympic
Boulevard.
•Jessica Gann reported a simple assault
on Olympic Boulevard.
•Jason Moore reported a flag was taken

Liked By Many,
Cussed By Some...
Read By Them AIL

from the Winburn Hall T.V. lounge.

•Percey Chavers, 22, of 326 Moore
Chavers Rd., was charged with possession
of marijuana and driving without a valid
license.
•John Corl, 19, of #10 Register St.,
Metter, Ga., was charged with burglary.

GSU Department of Public Safety
November 7

It is a desire of The GeorgeAnne to print the news of Georgia Southern University as accurately as possible. Ifyou believe that something covered is
in error, contact the editor at
681-5246 as soon as possible.

ANNO UNCEMENTS

-All Police Beat information is
compiled by Shawntineal Hughes,
assistant news editor.

This Week's Weather
Thursday
Today
Partly cloudy
with a high of

Partly cloudy
with a high of
79 and a low

79 and a low
of 49.
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NATIONAL NEWS BRIEF

Floridians would ban affirmitive action, poll shows
Florida voters would dump affirmative action by a margin of 2 to 1,
a statewide poll has found.
A survey by Florida Vote/political
journal released Monday indicates that
voters by landslide margins approve of
banning preferential treatment for minorities in public education, contracting and employment.
Three questions asked of 611 registered voters statewide found that 60
percent to 64 percent supported barring affirmative-action programs, while
23 percent to 24 percent were against

•Free tutoring in the Tutorial Center in the
Henderson Library Room 1001. For more
information call 681-0321.
•All Resident Halls are sponsoring
"Caring for Kosovo Project" in which
students donate school supplies to needed
children. Deadline is November 5. Call 6883336 for more information.
•All Tuition Remission Reimbursement
Program participants must turn applications
in no later than Dec. 10. Return them to P.O.
Box 8104 if you are staff and P.O. Box 8022
if you are faculty. Call 681 -5940 to request an
application.
•All Tuition Remission Applications
must be returned no later than December 10.
•GSU's Jack N. Averitt College of
Graduate Studies reminds prospective
graduate students that Spring Semester
2000 application deadline is Monday,
November 15. Georgia Southern offers 42
graduate programs. Call 681-5384 for more

information.
•The Miss GSU Scholarship Pageant is
currently accepting entries for the 52nd Pageant
taking place on Saturday, February 5, 2000.
•Sign up forthe Roommate Game Monday,
November 8 through Wednesday. November
10 inside the Union. Sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority. Inc. Please bring a can food, clothing
or cleaning supply donations. Prizes will be
awarded. The game will be on November 17.
•BSU meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at 401
Chandler Rd.
November 11 & 12
•GSU Fall Revival at 7 p.m. in the
Williams Center Dining Hall. Come and hear
the annointed word of God. Sponsored by
Voices in Ministry.

November 12
•What to expect from the Cassini
Mission to Saturn presented by Dr. Grant
Denn at 7:30 p.m. at the GSU Planetarium.
•Eagle Cinema presents "Big Daddy" at

i

7 and 9:30 p.m. in the Russell Union Theatft
•Eagle Cinema presents "Big Daddy",
5:30 and 8 p.m. in the Russell Union Theatre

November 13
•Georgia Southern Botanical Gardei
presents Wisteria & Grape-vine Basked
workshop from 10 a.m to 1 p.m. at the Gardei
1505 Bland Avenue.

Tl

November 15
• 1999 Transit of Mercury from 4 to 5: j
p.m. in front of the GSU Henderson Librar,
on the Pedestrian by the lake. Call 681-52J;
for more information.

be
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November 17
w

•Come and Play the Roommate Gann
in the Union Commons Area at 6 p.m.

oi
la

November 20
•USABDA ballroom dance at 7 p.m.'j
8412 Whitfield Ave., Savannah, Ga.
',

di

December 21
hi

•Employee Registration from 3:30to4:J(i
p.m. in the William Center.

ui
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U.S. Supreme Court to hear student's
case about fee use

e;
a
tr

Knight Ridder Newspapers

of 51.

Knight Ridder Newspapers

Things To Do at GSU
Ongoing

the ban on such programs. The remaining voters had no opinion. There is a
four percent margin of error. The three
questions mirror those that the Florida
Civil Rights Initiative would like to
place on the November 2000 ballot.
Jim Kane, the journal's editor, said
it was important to construct survey
questions as close as possible to what
voters may face in the election to give
a true picture of how they will cast
ballots.
"If it gets on the ballot, it will be
tough to beat. There is a notion that
affirmative action means favored treat-.

ment. Anytime you cast a policy in
those terms, you will lose," said Stephen
Craig, professor of political science
and campaigning at the University of
Florida in Gainesville. The idea of
special treatment for a favored few
convinced Jacqueline Russin of Pompano Beach that affirmative action
should be ended.
"Peoples' educational background,
their intelligence and their accomplishments should govern what they achieve,
not some government program," says
Russin, a retiree from New York who
took part in the survey.

issues that might not exist without fee-supported groups.
MADISON,Wis.—Alawsuitbyastudentwhoobjected
The fee in question is $15 per semester for each of the
to the use of his student fees to support liberal campus groups
38,000 students. The money is distributed through student
at the University of Wisconsin could change the way fees are
committees elected by the student body.
spent on college campuses nationwide.
Southworth and several other law students with conservaThe U.S. Supreme Court, which is to hear the case
tive political views had challenged the funneling of the fee
Tuesday, will decide whether public universities can use
proceeds to 18 organizations on the Madison campus.
mandatory student
"We didn't
activity fees to subbelieve that any
"THE DECISION WILL AFFECT, LITERALLY,
sidize campus
student should
EVERY COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY IN THIS
groups that pursue
have to pay fees
political goals.
that went to
COUNTRY."
"The decision
groups that they
will affect, literally,
-BRADY WILLIAMSON, PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY
objected to on a
every college and
personal,
ideoOF WISCONSIN-MADISON
university in this
logical or relicountry," said Brady Williamson, who teaches constitutional
gious basis," said Southworth, now a lawyer and an aide to a
law at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
state senator. 'It's inconsequential whether they're liberal or
The suit was filed in 1996 by then-law student Scott
conservative," he said. "We'd support liberal students who
Southworth. A federal trial judge and the 7th U.S. Circuit
object to their fees going to conservative groups."
Court of Appeals ruled in his favor that the subsidies unlawThe Supreme Court ruled in 1995 that public universities
fully force some students to subsidize views they find objecand coUegescouldn'tcreatea''publicfomm"for students and
tionable.
then refuse to subsidize some student groups because oftheir
If the high court upholds those rulings, it couldbar schools
viewpoint. That decision said the University of Virginia
from using student fees to pay for politically active groups, or
wrongly refused to subsidize a student-run Christian magait could issue a less sweeping remedy allowing students to opt
zine.
out of giving money to groups they find objectionable.
Based on that ruling, the 7th Circuit said in the Southworth
University spokeswoman Sharyn Wisniewski said the
case that it is imperative that students not be forced to pay for
school appealed the rulings because the fees helppay for a
political and ideological organizations "if the university
system that gives students a forum to discuss and deal with
cannot discriminate in the disbursement of funds."
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HEAITH SERVJCES
A Department of Auxiliary Services and Student Affairs
Member of the American College Health Association
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We don't run specials or put our piercings on sale. For lite best quality
work by the most experience piercer in Statesboro, come to Cloud 9,

Novelties, Gifts
& Body Piercing
by Rick

FREE

HIV TESTINQ

FREE ATNIETJC

TRAiNJNQ
FREE ALIERQY
INJECTIONS

Adult Novelties
Sterling Silver Jewelry
Smoking Accessories
Lava Lamps
Leather and Vinyl lingerie
Beaded Curtains
L
Candles & Incense
V
Black Lights
^^^.
Zippo Lighters
Fish Nets
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FAMlly PIANNINQ
WOMEN'S HEAITN
A
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MEN'S HEAITIH
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X-RAys
PhARMACy

f J University Plaza

Georgia Southern University Health Services is available to
students for consultation, examination, diagnosis, and
treatment to illnesses and injuries.

Location: The Health Center is located on Forest Drive
across from Watson Hall and near the Lakeside Cafe.
Operating flours: 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, Monday Friday during the semester with limited services and hours
during semester breaks.

Eligibility & Costs: All GSU students are eligible to use
the Health Center. Students enrolled in four or more semester
hours prepay the health fee (currently $66.00 for fall & spring
and $30.00 for summer) at the beginning of each semester
while students taking less than 4 semester hours may choose
to prepay the health fee. Although the health fee allows
students unlimited visits throughout the semester, there are
usually additional costs incurred each visit for prescriptions,
x-rays, lab tests, and immunizations. Payment for these
services is due at the time of the visit

A valid Georgia Southern University
identification card is required to access
services at the Health Center
Staff: The highly-qualified staff of Health Services include a
physician, nurse practitioners, nurses, clerical staff, a radiologic
technologist a laboratory technologist and a health educator.
The relationship between patients and our staff is strictly
confidential. Please contact us any time for more information.

i

UbORATORy

371-4054

EducATioN
Office

HEAITN

test

General Office: 912-681-5641
Appointments: 912-681-5484
Fax:912-681-0792
E-Mail: HEALTH@GaSoU.edu
Web Page: http://www2.gasou.edu/sta/health/
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Man gets probation
for barking at
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police dog

© Iowa

The Associated Press

ERIE—You've heard about the
boy who cried wolf. What about
the man who barked?
Jeffrey Williams, 25, of Erie
was sentenced Thursday to 90 days
of probation for a conviction related to the harassment of police
dogs who were inside a car.
On June 5, Williams was riding
his bicycle in Erie when he came
upon dogs that were inside parked
police cruisers.
He "looked into the windows of
each vehicle and made barking
noises at the dogs inside, causing
them to go into a barking frenzy,"
police alleged.
Patrolman Lester Fetterman told
Williams to stop.
"He ignored me and, from about
a foot away from my cruiser window, he looked in and barked at my
dog, getting the same reaction,"
Fetterman said.
Williams told the officer he
could do whatever he wanted to in
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his neighborhood.
Also Thursday, Judge William
Cunningham sentenced Williams to
30 days of probation for marijuana
possession.

Toilet water keeps
a lid on flames until
firefighters arrive
The Associated Press

WATERLOO— Curling iron
burns carpet. Carpefcatches fire. Fire
cracks toilet. Toilet water controls
flames.
"It's something I've never seen
or heard of before," Waterloo Fire
Lt. Doug Olds said Friday. "I guess
there's a first time for everything."
Olds said a hot curling iron on the
floor apparently ignited the carpet in
the bathroom of a Waterloo home
Thursday. The heat from the flames
created a crack in the toilet tank, and
the water from the tank helped keep
a lid on the fire until firefighters
arrived, he said.
The flames were contained to the
bathroom floor and cabinets; other
parts of the house sustained smoke
and water damage, Olds said. No one

was in the house at the time.
Olds did not know if the iron fell
to the floor or was left there.
Joyce Birks, the home's owner,
said someone forgot to turn off a
light switch that controls all the plugs
in the bathroom.

C) Alaska
Anchorage stickup man picks
wrong target
The Associated Press

ANCHORAGE—A man accused of sticking up a downtown
Anchorage hotel this week might
as well have been trying to rob a
police station.
Floyd Brown, 24, walked into
the Holiday Inn wearing a ski mask
and demanded money from the desk
clerk while fidgeting under his coat
like he had a gun, according to
witnesses and court documents.
Brown chose the wrong target,
the hotel happened to be hosting a
two-week police training conference. Dozens of police officers from
across Alaska were meeting in
rooms just a few feet away from the
reception desk.

"He's definitely a candidate for
America's dumbest criminal," said
Stephen Horton, the hotel's general manager.
A guest checking out of the hotel at the time alerted some of the
police to the robbery.
Steve Hernandez, a sergeant
with the Juneau Police Department,
and other officers met the man as
he ran to the front door with a pile
of cash.
"As soon as we hit him, money
was flying in the air, just like in the
cartoons," Hernandez said.
All of the officers were in plain
clothes and none had weapons.
Hernandez said he told the suspect
they were police officers and asked
if he understood.
"I think, basically, he was as surprised as we were," Hernandez said.
No weapon was found on the
robber, but he fought to get away
from the police. Three officers, including Hernandez, sustained minor injuries.
Brown, a soldier at nearby Fort
Richardson, was charged with robbery, resisting arrest and assault.
After his arrest Thursday, Brown
said he has a pregnant wife and
needed to get some money, police
spokesman Ron McGee said.

%J Washington
Robber hires limo,
sips latte after
robbing bank
The Associated Press

REDMOND — A bank robber
was foiled after he took his loot to a
nearby Starbucks, bought a latte, and
then called a limousine to pick him
up.
It was a robbery made for
Redmond, an upwardly mobile Seattle suburb and home of Microsoft.

First, police said, the 27-yearold man hired a limousine Wednesday to drive him to a Bank of
America branch at an Overtake strip
mall. He walked in and handed a
teller a note demanding money. He
did not show a weapon or say he
had one, Redmond police said.
The man ran off with an undisclosed amount of cash and
coins, police said. He bought a
latte at the Starbucks in the same
strip mall, using coins stolen from
the bank. Then he used a pay
phone to call for his getaway car,
the limo.

Eagle Entertainment Event Hotline - 681-5442 • Eagle Entertainment Event Hotline - 681-5442
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Waterbeds used to keep cows comfortable
The Associated Press

TIFTON— At the University of
Georgia's $2 million state-of-the-art
dairy, some cows relax on waterbeds,
chewing their cud serenely while
awaiting the next stroll to the milking machines.
Cows produce more milk when
they're content and comfortable, and
Georgia's heat and humidity often make
them omery. So researchers are trying
everything to keep the animals happy.
"Cow comfort is a big issue," said
John Bernard, a dairy scientist at the
university's Coastal Plain Experiment Station. "That encompasses a
lot of things, but bedding is one of
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the big factors.".
Unlike the undulating waterbeds
for humans, the bovine bunks are
more like pads, measuring about 4
feet wide by 71/2 feet long. The
waterbeds are one of five types of
bedding the researchers are testing.
"This is a long-term study to look
at how well these materials hold up
and to see if cow preferences change
overtime," Bernard said. "We're trying to get some long-term information for dairy producers as well as
giving them an opportunity to see it
firsthand."
Bedding is important because it
supports the cow's udders, which

can get laden with up to 60 pounds of
milk. And clean bedding helps cows
avoid a bacterial disease that ruins
their milk.
"If a cow is not standing to eat or
to be milked or moving from one
place to another, she often is laying
down," Bernard said. "We have to
have a bedding material that is comfortable to lay on and healthy."
The research is particularly important because Georgia's dairy industry is foundering. Nearly 1,000
dairy farmers have gone broke in the
past 30 years, unable to survive urbanization and wildly fluctuating feed
and milk prices.
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# of Anytime Minutes
120 minutes
600 minutes
800 minutes
1200 minutes
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WIRELESS

SERVICES
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50 State Rates apply to all calls made with Powertel phone on Powertel's digital GSM network or
any other GSM network in the United States. Does not apply to analog calls. Does not apply to
Pre-Paid plans. Subject to Powertel Terms and Conditions of Service. Credit Approval and
Activation Fee Required. Additional per minute charges apply to airtime above monthly rate plan
minutes. ©1999 Powertel Inc.
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New, Nationwide calling plans that include
free long distance to ANYWHERE in the 50
states anytime and no roaming charges in
over 3,400 cities across the United States.
Plus, there's no long-term contract required.
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FRIDAY, NOV. 19 - SUNDAY, NOV. 21
$50.00 per person.
VISIT:
Mall of Georgia
Hawks Game
Centennial Park
Underground
Much More!!!!
Sign-up in Rm.#2022 of the Russell Union or Call 486-7270

Event Hotline 681-5442

For more information call: 486-7270
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TUBE ARE WORSE THIH6STWN BanftCCUTlOd

Our Opinion
Incidents of rape should not
be taken lightly
|jj Until the past 10 to 15 years, rape has been a taboo crime that was
•rarely reported in the United States. Women were afraid of being
►looked down upon by society and their families if it was known they
were sexually violated, even though a rape is never the victim's fault.
K Today, however, rape victims have been coming forth more
Ipften. This is due in part to the fact that there are more rape
^counseling centers available. There are also more efforts being
made to stress the fact that rape can happen to anyone.
• This progress is good news. However, all of these steps
■forward are slowly being erased by people who report false rapes.
I Reporting a rape that has not occurred is illegal. Possible charges
include falsely reporting a crime, which is a misdemeanor, and
giving false statements to an officer, which is a felony. In other
jwords, lying about being raped can land you in prison rather quickly.
I m That's not the only thing. Reporting a false rape not only damages
Xhe person's reputation who reported it, it also damages the reputa5tion of the alleged rapist.
i By reporting incidences of rape that are later discovered to have
Jiever occured, the public comes to be less sympathetic when the real
£iime is committed. It brings to mind the old addage of the boy who
•cried wolf.
* Rape is a very serious violent crime. Be cautious, know what's
•going on around you, and please, don't take rape lightly. It can
jfiappen to anyone, male, female, black, white, red, and so forth.
!j.et's not lose sight of that.
§ Reporting a crime as traumatic as rape when it never happened
[is senseless and extremely harmful to all of the people involved.
;We've come a long way in making America realize the seriousness of this horrible crime, let's not screw it up now.

It's Your Turn

We have expressed our opinions, now it is
time for you to express yours. Be it long or
short, send it our way. Complain about
parking,\lasses, food services or complain
I about The tieorge-Anne if that is what suits
your fancy. You can even praise something if
you feel the urge. Just fill this form and attach
it to your opinion.
Name:
L.B.:
Phone:
Subject of your complaining or praising:

Send to:
P.O. Box 8001
or drop off in:
Williams Center room 2023

LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, story submissions and guest
columns from people both inside and outside the Georgia Southern University
Community. All copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced, please),
preferably on Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All
submissions must be signed and include a mailing address and phone
number for verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any submission.
There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to remain
anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to print the
name. Submissions are run on a space-available basis.
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Domestic vs. import, and
who are The Lawn Jockeys?
While Christendom debates the
great "Harry Potter" dilemma, we
have a major dilemma of our own to
debate and settle.
But before I get to that, I want to
settle that Harry Potter issue for the
fundamentalists of the world: read a
book by J.R.R. Tolkien. If that
doesn't settle it, try reading a book
by C.S. Lewis.
If that still doesn't settle it call 1800-ABCDEFG, you illiterate imbeciles. Now onto a matter infinitely
more important.
As a firm believer in the teachings of Martin Luther, and the aforementioned C.S. Lewis, I think class
should be taught over a stein, a pint,
or, in our case, a short plastic cup
meant for mouthwash.
But since we do not employ the
"Table Talk" (another book I recommend) method of learning at this
campus, I am forced to drink the
elixir of Egypt with 100-200 of my
closest friends at "Ye Olde Wild
Wings."
Like all good students, I am poor.
As a result, my beer consumption is
limited to times when my friends get
paid, because I mooch off them.
And because they, like me, are
equally poor, we usually only drink
on Wednesday nights. Why? Be-

cause "the hump day" is the night of
the best specials, particularly at Wild
Wing Cafe. It also provides the best
education you can get for two bucks
in The Lawn Jockeys.

of a shot of Evian.
Actually, it's a matter of economics. With my three friends (so what
if one is imaginary?), we can each
come with eight dollars and be con-

UNFORTUNATELY THEIR TAKE ON THE IMPORT
VS. DOMESTIC DEBATE IS A SHOT OF TEQUILA.
AND "TEQUILA" AS YOU ALL KNOW IS
SPANISH FOR "MAKE YOU DO FOOLISH
THINGS."
But before you can matriculate,
you must decide the import vs. domestic argument that has plagued
great minds for centuries. The argument for domestic, on Wednesday
night anyway, can be summed up
thus: three-dollar pitchers.
On the other hand, the argument
for import can summed up this way:
two-dollar Grolschs. Me, I gotta go
with the piteher^because nothing
tastes better with beer thalTwater,
and at three dollars, it's half the price

tent the entire night with six pitchers
($2 for cover, $3 for the first pitcher
we must each buy, $1.50 to chip in
for the next two pitchers, and $2.50
each for the waitress or waiter).
If you opt for the import route you
will drop down a few more dollars,
but the beer will be more pure in
content. And if you drink Grolsch
you just look cool, because nothing
says cool like a beer that can be
opened and closed with a self-sealing top.

But all that is a matter of choice,
and a back-drop to the greater issue:
education and this band they call The
Lawn Jockeys. I don't think I have
ever heard a band come through1
Statesboro with such obvious success in their future take themselves
so nonchalantly.
Never mind they have a future hit
song in "Sure Thing," the guys are
cool, and nobody can croon like
singer Gene Murrell.
The other three band members,
Bryan Philpot (lead guitar), Scott
Morlock (bass and keyboards) and
Chris Russell (drums) are equally
skilled, and fun is always had by
those who imbibe at The Wing on
Wednesday night.
Unfortunately their take on the
import vs. domestic debate is a shot
of tequila. And "tequila" as you all
know is Spanish for "make you do
foolish things."
Undoubtedly they have found a
way around this, but their secret is
unknown to me. But they will make
you sing along, laugh, and generally
entertain you.
And like all great educators, they
have no attendance policy. So show
up tonight, you might just learn something, like how to have fun without
pretending to learn anything.

Students can find happiness
in helping those less fortunate
One of the most satisfying and
gratifying feelings in life is attained
by helping someone. There are countless goods that we buy in an attempt
to make ourselves happy.
Later we find ourselves, emotionally, at the same place after the
excitement that accompanied the purchase decipates.
True happiness is found in the
tumultuous, but necessary, relationships we have with people. We all
need to be reminded that what we do
matters, and this is where giving
comes into play. Human beings want
and need acknowledgment for extending a helpful hand.
We claim to offer help for numerous reasons, but here is the truth.
Helping someone, in all actuality,
helps you more than the person you
tried to assist. That is why in all of us
there exists on some level an undying compulsion to feel we are making a difference for the better.
There are many ways to aid someone less fortunate than ourselves.
On November 2 at approximately
3:00 P.M., I stood with my friend
Ashley outside the Forest drive building after we walked from our introduction to acting class.
I was to attend a meeting in the

Center for Africana Studies concerning the model Organiztion of African Unity. Two of the people who
were to contribute to the meeting were
unable to attend. It was 3:30 P.M., and

aloud in my head following the other
students into the room.
I stayed for the duration of the
meeting, which now seems preordained. I found out that the Center

WE ALL NEED TO BE REMINDED THAT WHAT
WE DO MATTERS, AND THIS IS WHERE GIVING
COMES INTO PLAY.
my eyes homed in on the exit sign,
making it my target.
Interrupting my mission was Ms.
Pate. She brought to my attention that
another meeting discussing something
I should know about, would be beginning in the same room that was to
haved house my canceled meeting.
I thought to myself, "what the
hell," acting more interested in what
she said than I really was. The meeting concerned some town in North
Carolina I did not know. I cursed

for Africana Studies, in conjunction
with the Affirmative Action Office,
was coordinating a relief effort for
the hurricane Floyd victims of
Princeville, North Carolina.
I thought to myself, "who in
Gods name lives in Princeville?"
About two minutes later it dawned
on me that here was an opportunity to
make a positive difference in
someone's life.
As it turned out, Princeville was
one of the first towns charted by

black Americans after the Civil War.
Two thousand families, including almost one thousand children and
a few college students, call
Princeville home. Like too many
other families, their homes were destroyed by Hurricane Floyd. I want
to help with the relief effort because
assisting others gives me the same
feeling you get when you run into
someone you really want to see. My
helping these people goes beyond
them being blessed with a similar
complexion.
Helping anyone as I go through life
is one ofmy main purposes. More than
a purpose, the chance to help someone
is my prize for living. The coordinators of the relief effort are attempting to
collect can goods, clothes, cleaning
supplies, and ten thousand dollars to
aid the Residents of Princeville.
Canned foods can be deposited
at the Russell Union, Carroll Building, Alumni House, and the Center
for Africana Studies.
Cleaning supplies and clothes
should be brought to the Center for
Africana Studies in the Forest Drive
Building room 1116. Any ideas on
how to further help the residents of
Princeville North Carolina are welcomed.

i
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College establishes official drinking club ABC's show makes a triumphant return
The Associated Press

"It's not effective, it's not mature and it's not
WILLIAMSBURG, Va. -- Mixing martinis, American," Wittig said.
During the last two years, many Virginia
throwing cocktail parties and choosing a good
bottle of wine are just a few of topics discussed colleges, including William and Mary, have been
at meetings of a new club at the College of involved in a concerted effort to curb student
drinking. The move came after five Virginia
William and Mary.
college students died in
The "Spirits of
alcohol-related incidents.
William and Mary,"
Colleges cracked down on
unofficially called the "I REALLY WOULDN'T CALL IT
drinking at tailgate par"Drinking Society,"
ties and increased their suwas started this year AN EXCUSE TO DRINK...MORE
pervision of students'
to convey apprecia- LIKE AN OPPORTUNITY."
weekend activities.
tion of the finer as-TIM WITTIG, CLUB ORGANIZER
Sam Sadler, vice presipects of alcohol to
dent of student affairs for
students, according to
William and Mary, said the new drinking group
club organizer Tim Wittig.
Wittig, 21, believes if students know more is allowable on campus as long as it follows
about drinking, they'll enjoy it more and abuse it university rules and state law.
"We have never said that we were trying to
less. He denies that he formed the group to have
a reason to drink, but he says he didn't form the ban alcohol," Sadler said. The campus simply
requires that its policies be followed and those
group to stop alcohol abuse either.
"I really wouldn't call it an excuse to drink," who drink, drink responsibly, he said.
The group was recognized as an official cam
he said. "More like an opportunity."
The group's meetings and lectures are open to pus club earlier this year, Wittig said. University
all students, but only those over 21 can partici- recognition allows a student group to reserve
pate in mixing or drinking alcohol following the meeting space in campus buildings and post
meetings .Wittig said part of the reason he started activities on campus bulletin boards. It does not
the group was to stir up discussion on campus on mean the university endorses the group or gives
how alcohol abuse should be handled. He said it money.
"I think the school should embrace us. It's all
the anti-alcohol attitude of many students and
faculty members is not the way to curb alcohol about personal responsibility and education,"
Wittig said.
abuse on campus.
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Bone Collector' scares up ticket sales

The Associated Press

the film might be too ce-*
Top ten movies in box offices now:
rebral to draw large audiences.
1. "The Bone Collector," $17.2 million.
Word of mouth and
potential Oscar nomina- 2. 'The Bachelor," $8 million.
tions eventually will 3. "House on Haunted Hill," $7.8 million.
make the film a success,
predicted Chuck Viane, 4. 'The Insider," $7 million.
president of distribution 5. "Double Jeopardy," $4.5 million.
for Disney's Buena Vista
6. 'The Best Man," $4.3 million.
Pictures.
"We're the tortoise in 7. "American Beauty," $3.3 million.
this one," he said. "It's
going to take a long time 8. The Sixth Sense," $3.2 million.
but we're going to do it." 9. "Music of the Heart," $3 million.
Overall, grosses for
the top 12 films were off 10. "Fight Club," $2.5 million.
about 30 percent from the
same weekend last year, according
"The Sixth Sense" also held
to Exhibitor Relations Co. Inc.
up. In eighth place, the Bruce Willis
However, that was because ghost story added $3.2 million to
Adam Sandler's comedy "The its gross for a total of $264.1
Waterboy" had a record debut in million in 14 weeks.
1998 of nearly $40 million, said
Meanwhile, the quirky "Being
Paul Dergarabedian, president of lohn Malkovich" packed theaters
the box office-tracking firm.
in limited release.,
This weekend actually had good
The movie is about a puppesales and the year is on track to teer who discovers a portal into
become a record-breaker with a pro- the mind of the actor Malkovich.
jected gross of $7.4 bil- Playing on 175 screens, it took in
lion, he said.
<
$1.9 million for a gigantic perFor example, he said, print average of $10,857.
"Double Jeopardy,"
"The Bone Collector," by comwhich was No. 5 for the parison, made $6,643 per screenweek, became the 15th ing.
film of the year to top
"The Bone Collector" is now
the $100 million mark. playing at Carmike Cinema 9 in
Only 18 movies Statesboro. Call the movie info
made that cut in 1998, line at 489-4492 for screening
and only 10 had done times.
so by this point last
Internet Photo year, Dergarabedian
Collector'
said.

LOS ANGELES, Ca.-The
grisly serial-killer thriller "The
Bone Collector" opened atop the
box office on a weekend that offered theatergoers everything
from brides to the bizarre.
Denzel Washington's latest
drama earned $17.2 million to
place No. 1, even though critics
generally thought the movie was
full of plot holes.
"The Bachelor," equally
panned, got $8 million while a
Halloween holdover, "House on
Haunted Hill," placed third with
$7.8 million.
Final figures were to be released today.
"The Bachelor" - a remake of
Buster Keaton's silent classic
"Seven Chances" - stars Chris
O'Donnell as a man who must
marry within 24 hours to get a
$100 million inheritance.
The tobacco industry drama
"The Insider" debuted in fourth
place with only $7 million, but
the distributor wasn't worried that

'The Bone
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two rmni-senes.
"It's fun here again," said Larry
Hyams, vice presidentof audience analysis at ABC, whichhas struggled so far this
fall season.
The flashy game show, with Regis
Philbin as host, is being broadcast 15
straight nights on ABC during the November "sweeps," when ratings are
watched closely to set advertising rates.
This summer, its audience built from
9.9 million viewers on its first airing to

22.4 million viewers during the last episode aired.
The good news for game shows extended to Fox, which nearly doubled its
average audience on Thursday nights
with the two-hour premiere of "Greed," a
thinly disguised knockoff of "Millionaire."
Fox had been averaging 5.3 million
viewers on Thursday nights this fall, and
"Greed" sent those numbers soaring to
9.9 million.

Health Services
a department of
Auxiliary Services and Student Affairs

Health Services encourages students
of GSU to get immunized against

Meningitis &
Hepatitis B
Students who are interested must be
enrolled at GSU for at least
4 semester hours or must have paid
the semester health fee.
Payment is due at time of service.
The Health
Center is open
Monday-Friday
from 8am-5pm
and is located on
Forest Drive,
across from
Watson Hall.

Call 681-5484,
to schedule an appointment.
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FREEH AND & CUSTOM WORK
COVER UP WORK
BLACK WORK
THOUSANDS OR DESIGNS
OR BRING VOUR OWN DESIGNS!

U

Always New 8? Sterilized Stainless Steel Needles
Autoclave Sterilization

I

NEW YORK, N.Y.-When ABC's
"Who Wants to Be a Millionaire" game
show was a late-summer hit, the skeptics
wondered how it would do against some
real competition.
The answer: Quite nicely, thank you.
Sunday night's hour-long episode
drew an estimated 26 million viewers,
more than on any night during its midsummer run, despite competing against
the season premiere of "The X-Files" and

#DHAj-

^ We Specialize In
^

The Associated Press

Award Winning Artists
Certified Member Alliance of
| iProffessional Tattooists

Smiling Buddha Tattoo
Studios
Statqsboro LJbGatipn
4Q$ 5. Main Street
Statesboro, GA 30458
lAt the Junction of Hwy. 301 &
where Hwy. 67 turns into Main Street i

912-764-2788

STATE WIDE PAGING SERVICE
FREE Pager with any Cell Phone
Purchase
Stop by and check out our line of

,

If

CELLULARONE

phones and rate plans

/

IAGLE
PAGING
681 -8546

Next To Dingus Magees on Chandler Road
FREE PAGER REQUIRES ONE YEAH SERVICE CONTRACT. EAGLE PAGING IS AN AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR CELLULAR ONE.
CELLULAR- ONE PHONES AND RATE PLANS ARE WITH APPROVED CREDIT.

This week in GSU sports
•Women's basketball will open their exhibition season against the Russian National team tonight
at Hanner Fieldhouse at 7 p.m.
• Men's basketball will take on Global Tours tomorrow night at Hanner Fieldhouse at 7:30 p.m.
•Volleyball will face Furman Saturday at Hanner Fieldhouse at 7 p.m
.•Volleyball will face Wofford Sunday at Hanner Fieldhouse at 2 p.m.
•Women's basketball take on the Augusta Foxes Sunday at Hanner Fieldhouse at 5 p.m.
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A VIEW
FROM THE
CHEAP
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What's right with
Eagle basketball
The new basketball season is
upon us, and it looks as though
things may be bright in hoopland
here at GSU. The men's team has
already picked up an exhibition
win against Vasda, and I think
more will follow in those footsteps.
Taking a look at the men's
team, I see something special that
wasn't there last year. Coach
Price has brought a new sense of
enthusiasm to a program that only
five years ago was on probation
and until recently had a coach
described by some close to the
program as a slave driver. Here's
what is right with the Eagle program right now:
1. Primarily, knowing that
Coach Price wants to put enthusiasm back into the Eagle program,
the first steps were taken last Friday night. The largest crowd
(1,953) I've ever seen at a GSU
game was present that night, and
they were quite rowdy. Coach
Price, you're getting there, keep .
up the good work.
2. It appears as though the
JUCO transfers will make an immediate difference. Right off the
bat, Todd Shipley, a transfer from
Gulf Coast Community College,
has made quite an impression on
me. He seems to be a fiery fellow
Who, when he's on, doesn't miss
from outside the arc. That's just
the kind of drive we need to put
some excitement back into Eagle
basketball. I'm also a big fan of
the three-point shot, so I guess
that's why I'm impartial to him
too.
3. Hamp Jones, Quentin Martin and Kashien Latham, mainstays of the Eagle program, appear to understand their role this
year. All of them told me that
they know their role is to provide
leadership, and they will be the
steadying influences on a team
discovering its true talent.
4. Tantamount to the formula
is fan support. Once again, I'm
going to bring this issue out into
the open and beat it a little harder
with my stick. I think that GSU
has made great strides in improving the attendance at football
games, but that's not hard to do
when they win all the time. For
basketball to be successful, we
need to have people at our games
too. Be sure you show up at least
three or four times this season
and check out the happenings at
Hanner.
5. Hey, what about those uniforms. They look pretty sharp.
The shorts looked like they might
swallow Todd Shipley whole, but
other than that they were all right.
Nice change from the pretty drab
stuff from before. Maybe a
change in uniforms will equate a
change in past success.
Don't get me wrong, while I
know we've seen some good
strides in the few months Coach
Price has been with the program,
we still have lots of work to do.
VASDA, the team GSU defeated
on Friday, had only eight players
and they had never held a practice. Assembled only days before, they put up a stiff challenge
to a GSU team that has been practicing for a whiki now. That's not
good news.
Yet, on the whole, one has to
come away feeling good about
what Eagle basketball could do
this year. I don't expect them to
win a national title or anything,
but what I do expect is for them
to give it the good ole college try
for the conference. If they work
hard, I'll be one happy fan. And
that's all you could ask for.
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Both tennis teams represented well at ITA regional championships
G-A News Service

The GSU men's and women's tennis teams were
represented well over the weekend at the ITA regional
championships. The Eagles were led by the doubles team
of Isabella King and Brooke McNames, who fought their
way through to win the consolation bracket after losing
their first match.
In Mobile, Ala., King and McNames fell to the
number five seeded team from Mississippi 8-2 to open up
the tournament, but regrouped to defeat Jacksonville
State, 8-5. Then, in the semifinals, after trailing 5-4,
rallied to defeat the number eight seed Marina Raic and
Allida Gallovits of Florida State 8-6. In the finals, GSU
was declared the winner as the team from Georgia Tech
was unable to play at the scheduled time.
"It was a great win for us (over Florida State)," said
Eagles head coach Cathy Beene. "The girls (Kling and
McNames) really played well."
In singles action, Kling's path was similar as she lost
in the first round to the number 9 seed Anne Nguyen of
Georgia 6-1,6-2. Kling then worked her way through the
consolation bracket by defeating Dia Collins of Florida
A&M 6-1, 6-2 and Jessica Balbuena of Florida State 75,6-0 before falling to number five seed Baili Camino of
Florida 6-0, 7-5 in the quarterfinals.
On the men's side, senior Kendall Swartz posted the
lone victory as he defeated David Ruiz of Mississippi
State 6-3,7-6 before falling to Tiago Ruffoni of Auburn
6-4,6-0. There was no consolation bracket at the men's
!
tournament held in Athens, Ga. The doubles tandem of
File Photo Swartz and Ryan O'Keefe also competed but were unSTARTING A WINNING TRADITION: The women's able to advance out of the first round, losing a tight match
tennis team was declared the winner at the ITA to Florida 8-6.
championships over the weekend.
"It was a good win (for Kendall over Ruiz)," men's

coach Andrew King said. "The kid from Auburn just played great."
The Eagles tennis teams have wrapped up their fall schedule and
will return to action in January when the men travel to Georgia State
for a dual meet on the 17th and the women travel to Athens from the
21-24 for the Georgia Invitational.

File Photo

FALL SEASON ENDED: The men's team ended their
fall season with a few losses in the ITA regional
championships.

Hill named SoCon Player-of-the-Week
ON TOP OF THE
HILL AGAIN:
Greg Hill was named
the Southern
Conference Playerof-the-Week after his
performance last
Saturday against
Furman. Hill became
the first player in
GSU history to have
rushed and passed
for over 1,000 yards
in back-to-back
seasons.

Luke Renfroe

G-A News Service

GSU senior quarterback Greg Hill
has earned Southern Conference Offensive Player-of-the-Week honors
according to a release from the league
public affairs office Monday afternoon.
Hill accounted for 361 yards of
total offense and two touchdowns to
spark GSU to a 41-38 win over
Furman, helping the Eagles clinch at
least a share of the SoCon title - its
third consecutive league championship.
More impressively, he personally
rushed for the entire 65 yards on GSU's
seven-play, 65-yard drive to set up
Chris Chambers' game-winning 28yard field goal as time expired.
The Sarasota, Fla., native rushed
28 times for a game-high 219 yards
and one touchdown while also completing 6-of-8 passes for 142 yards

and another score.
During the contest, Hill became
the first GSU player in history to
have rushed and passed for over 1,000
yards in a season in back-to-back
years. He currently has 1,012 rushing yards and 1,174 passing yards.
In addition, he turned his sixth
career and second 1999 double-triple
(100 yards rushing/100 yards passing) performance against the Paladins while also passing for at least
100 yards or more in five consecutive games - most by an Eagle QB
since Raymond Gross did it in seven
straight contests from Oct. 27 to Dec.
8 1990.
Since becoming GSU's starting
quarterback in October, 1997, Hill
has led the Eagles to a 27-4 overall
record, including a 23-2 regular season mark and an 18-1 Southern Conference slate.

A look at GSU's 100 wins at Paulson
Win 1: Sept. 29, 1984—Georgia Southern 48, Liberty Baptist 11 (First
Win ever at Allen E. Paulson Stadium.)
Win 2: Oct. 13, 1984—Georgia Southern 24, UT-Chattanooga 17
Win 3: Oct. 20, 1984—Georgia Southern 41, Newberry 16
Win 4: Oct. 27, 1984—Georgia Southern 38, Valdosta 8 (Georgia
Southern perfect 4-0 at Paulson Stadium.)
Win 5: Oct. 5, 1985—Georgia Southern 34, Tennessee Tech 0 (First
shut-out win since opening Win of the 1984 season. Win begins a streak
of 38 straight home triumphs.)
Win 6: Oct. 12, 1985—Georgia Southern 46, Bethune-Cookman 24
Win 7: Oct. 26, 1985—Georgia Southern 38, Newberry 17
Win 8: Nov. 9,1985—Georgia Southern 35, Central Florida 18
Win 9: Nov. 15, 1985—Georgia Southern 48, East Tennessee 7
Win 10: Nov. 30,1985—Georgia Southern 27, Jackson State 0 (Shut-out
in the first round of the 1-AA playoffs. The Eagles first ever playoff
appearance)
Win 11: Sept. 27, 1986—Georgia Southern 24, UT-Chattanooga,14
Win 12: Oct. 11, 1986—Georgia Southern 52, Bethune-Cookman 31
Win 13: Nov. 15,1986—Georgia Southern 45, James Madison 35 (Win
ensured the third straight year the Eagles had won at least 8 Wins)
Win 14: Nov. 22, 1986—Georgia Southern 28, South Carolina State 7^
Win 15: Nov. 29,1986—Georgia Southern 52, Northern Carolina A&T
21 (First round of the 1986 playoffs)
Win 16: Dec. 6, 1986—Georgia Southern 55, Nicholls Slate 31
Win 17: Sept. 5, 1987—Georgia Southern 27, Catawba 0 (First shufSut
win since the first round of the 1985 opening round playoff Win against
Jackson State)
Win 18: Sept. 19,1987—Georgia Southern 17. Middle Tennessee State
13 (Third straight win over the Blue Raiders)
Win 19: Oct. 3, 1987—Georgia Southern 34, Central Florida 32 (GSU .,
sets record for most yards penalized.)
Win 20: Oct. 31, 1987—Georgia Southern 23, Western Kentucky 20
Win 21: Nov. 7, 1987—Georgia Southern 26, James Madison 7
Win 22: Nov. 28,1987—Georgia Southern 31, Maine 28 (First round of
the I-AA playoffs)
„
Win 23: Sept. 3, 1988—Georgia Southern 55, Newberry 7
Win 24: Oct. 15, 1988—Georgia Southern 43, North Louisiana 11
Win 25: Oct. 22, 1988—Georgia Southern 38, Bethune-Cookman 14 1
Win 26: Nov. 12,1988—Georgia Southern 49, Samford 21 (20,340 fans
witnessed this Win)
Win 27: Nov. 19, 1988—Georgia Southern 53, North Carolina State 0
(Racking up 572 yards of total offense, this was the highest of the season)
Win 28: Nov. 26,1988—Georgia Southern 38, The Citadel 20 (The win
extended the home winning streak to 24 Wins, second Win of I-AA
playoffs)
Win 29: Dec. 3, 1988—Georgia Southern 27, Stephen F. Austin 6
Win 30: Dec. 10, 1988—Georgia Southern 21, East Kentucky 17 (The
win sent the Eagles to their third National Championship in four years.)
Win 31: Sept. 2, 1989—Georgia Southern 31, Valdosta 10
Win 32: Sept. 9, 1989—Georgia Southern 48, West Georgia 7
Win 33: Sept. 21,1989—Georgia Southern 28, Middle Tennessee State
0 (In a Win that will forever be known as the "Hugo Bowl," the Eagles

destroyed the Blue Raiders in a Win that was broadcast nationally by
ESPN.)
Win 34: Oct. 7, 1989—Georgia Southern 35, Savannah State 14 (The
Eagles won their fifth straight Win to move their record to 5-0, the best
start in school history.)
Win 35: Oct. 21, 1989—GeorgiaSoutheni 31, Central Florida 17
Win 36: Nov. 11, lSS^Georgia Southern 34, Tennessee-Chattanooga
13
Win 37: Nov. 18,1989—Georgia Southern 63. Marshall 31
Win 38: Nov. 25,1989—Georgia Southern 52, Villa Nova 36
Win 39; Dec. 2,1989—Georgia Southern 45, Middle Tennessee State 3
(Thewhrwas the 35th straight at home, a I-AA record.)
Win 40: Dec. 9,1989—Georgia Southern 45, Montana 15
Win 41: Dec. 16, 1989—Georgia Southern 37, Stephen F. Austin 34 '
(After a 15-0season, which was the first in NCAA history, The Eagles
had won their'third national championship in five years. The Win was.
played in frontof 25,725 fans, the largest in Paulson history. This was the:!
list Win for Head Coach ErkRussell, who retired four<iays later after 401:
years of coaching.)
Win 42: Sept. 1,1990—GSU 17, Valdosta State 10(ThcTimStowersera
started off a win, Georgia Southernis now Georgia Southern University)
Win 43: Sept. 29. 1990—GSU 33, Northeast Louisiana 14 (This win
broke a three-Win losing streak tor The Lagiex.)
Win 44: Oct. 27, 1990—GSU 54, Savannah Slate 7
Win 45: Nov. 3,199Q--GSU 31, James Madison 13
Win 46: Nov. 24,1990—GSU 31, The Citadel 0
Win 47: Dec. 1.1990—GSU 28. Idaho 27
Win 48: Dec. 8. I990~C.SU 44. Central Florida 7 (With the win. The
Eagle; advanced to the I-AA national championship Win for the fifth
rime in six years.)
Win 49: Dec. 15, 1990—Georgia Southern 36, Nevada 13 (In the I-AA
iiNationaliChampionship Win, whicli was televised nationally on CBS, the
Eagles manhandled the Woifpack to win their fourth national championship In six years.)
Win 50; Sept. 7,1991—GSU 29, Savannah State 6
Win 5!: Oct. 12, I991--GSU 44. Western Carolina 6
Win 52: Oct. 26,1991—GSU 20, Central Florida 6
Win 53: Nov. 16,1991—GSU 19, Troy State 12
\\ in 54 Nov 23.1991-pGSU 40, Nicholis State 6
V. ,n 55 Sept. 12,1992—GSU 24 Valdosta State 13
Wm 56 Oct. 3.1992-GSU 21, Savannah State 7
Win 57: Oct. 17,1992—GSU 24, James Madison 17
Win 58: Oct. 24, 1992—GSU 10, Jacksonville State 0 (The Win was
scoreless until the 11:25 mark of the fourth quarter)
Win 59: Oct. 31, 1992—GSU 13, Middle Tennessee State 10
Win 60: Nov. 30,1992—GSU 30, Mississippi College 0 (The Choctaws
never crossed the Eagle 20-yard line in the defeat.)
Win61:Nov. 14,1992—Troy State 21, GSU 0 (Eagles suffered theirfirst
shutout loss at Paulson Stadium history.)
Win 62: Sept. 4, 1993—GSU 35, Savannah State 0
Win 63: Sept. 11, 1993—GSU 16, The Citadel 6
Win 64: Sept. 25,1993—GSU 45, UT-Chattanooga 0

Win 65: Oct. 9, 1993—GSU 19, Western Carolina 18
Win 66: Nov. 6, 1993—GSU 31, Furman 19
Win 67: Nov. 13, 1993—GSU 51, Concord 13
Win 68: Nov. 27, 1993—GSU 14, Eastern Kentucky 12 (With the win,
the Eagles moved their home playoff winning streak to 16.)
Win 69: Oct. 1, 1994—GSU 49, Virginia Military 0
Win 70: Oct. 15,1994—GSU 34, Appalachian State 31 (It was the fourth
straight Win that the Eagles scored 31 or more points.)
Win 71: Oct. 22, 1994—GSU 24, East Tennessee State 23
Win 72: Nov. 12, 1994—GSU 66, Glenville State 13
Win 73: Sept. 2, 1995—GSU 27, South Carolina State 12
Win 74: Sept. 23. 1995—GSU 35, UT-Chattanooga 9
Win 75: Oct. 7.1995—GSU 42, Western Carolina 0
Win 76: Oct. 21, 1995—GSU 27, The Citadel 0
Win 77: Nov. 5,1995—GSU 27. Furman 20
Win 78: Oct. 5,1996—GSU 20, VMI 17
Win 79: Nov. 16,1996—GSU 45, Liberty 14
Win 80: Aug. 30,1997—GSU 45, Valdosta State 26
Win 81: Sept. 22, 1997—GSU 37, UT-Chattanooga 10
Win 82 Oct II, 1997—GSU 30. Western Carolina 7
Win 83: Oct. 25, 1997—GSU 49. The Citadel 7
Win 84: Nov. 8, S997~GSU 30. Furman 13 (The Eagles spent their
hisasegmiing winning thlsecond Southern Conference Championship in
four years.)
Win 85: Nov. 29, 1997—GSU 52, Florida A&M 37 (First round of the 1; AA playoffs)
Win 86: Sepuij »9&-GSU 31, Elon 7
Win 87: Sept. 12, 1998—GSU 51, Jacksonville State 32
Win 88: Sept. 19.1998—GSU 45. Wofford 10
Win 89 Oct 3,1998—GSU 63 VMI 7
Win; 90: GSU 37, Appalachian State 24 (The Homecoming win brought
GSU a tt\ ranking in both polls.)
Win 91: GSU 47, East Tennessee State University 26 (GSU clinched
shireMthe Southern Conference title, went on to win the title against
Furman. the next week.)
Will 92: GSU 28, South Florida 23 (Only the second Eagles team ever to
go nnclefeatedduring the regular season. Win propelled GSU into the IA'A playoffs.)
Win 93: GSU 49, Colgate 28 (first round of I-AA playoffs)
J8Wn"94: GSU 52, UConn 30 (second round of I-AA playoffs)
Win 95: GSU 42, Western Illinois 14 (The Eagles propelled themselves
into the National Championships with the win. And Eagle fans tore down
some goal posts.)
Win 96: GSU 76, Fayetteville State 0 (Eagles established a new school
record with the 76-point, 11-touchdown win.)
Win 97: GSU 49, UT-Chattanooga 10
Win 98: GSU 70, Western Carolina 07
Win 99: GSU 34, The Citadel 17
Win 100: GSU41,Furman38(The Eagles win their 100th Win at Paulson
Stadium and a share of the Southern Conference title for the third year
straig

—compiled by Kelley McGonnell
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Aaron doesn't see Griffey in Atlanta

The Associated Press

Home-run king Hank Aaron doesn't believe also is a possible free agent following the 2000
the Atlanta Braves should pursue a trade for Ken season, prompting speculation that he could be
Griffey Jr. He would rather see the team go after dealt by the Mariners.
"I would get the other Seattle guy," said Aaron,
another Seattle player, Alex Rodriguez.
, Aaron, now a senior vice president with the aware the Braves used three shortstops this seaBraves, told The Atlanta Journal-Constitution that son. "Griffey is superb, but this guy isn't far
it would be difficult for the Braves to sign Griffey behind. He'd fit in nicely with our ballclub."
Aaron, who believes Griffey has the best chance
to a long-term contract without dramatically alof breaking his career
tering their team.
record of 755 homers,
, Last week, Griffey
"NOTHING AGAINST KEN
said
the
Braves
turned down an eight-year
GRIFFEY JR., BUT TO GET
shouldn't trade 22-yearoffer from the Mariners
old center fielder
for a reported $140 milHIM NOW, YOU'D HAVE TO
Andruw Jones.
lion, saying he wanted to
"Andruw is one of the
play with the team closer
TEAR UP YOUR ENTIRE
best defensive center
to his Orlando, Fla., home.
BALLCLUB,"
fielders I've seen,"
The Braves are considered
Aaron said. "He must
one of the front-runners
- HANK AARON
improve at the plate, but
to land Junior.
■■■■^^■■■■■B^^™
he's still young. I just
Griffey has one season
left on his current deal, as does Chipper Jones, the wouldn't tamper with him."
Aaron wouldn't object if the Braves traded 18Braves star third baseman.
"Nothing against Ken Griffey Jr., but to get game winner Kevin Millwood for Griffey.
"What Millwood can accomplish every fourth
him now, you'd have to tear up your entire
ballclub," Aaron said. "If you sign Griffey for all day is what Griffey can do every day of the week,"
that money to keep him from becoming a free he said.
Despite his title, Aaron wields little influence
agent, you're going to be in the same situation
over player-personnel decisions for the Braves.
with Chipper."
Rodriguez, the Mariners' All-Star shortstop, That rests with general manager John Schuerholz.

Defending national champion
Connecticut was the No. 1 team in
The Associated Press' preseasoncollege basketball poll Monday, with
Cincinnati and Michigan State close
behind.
The Huskies, who went 34-2 in
winning the school's first national
title last season and have three starters returning, received 21 first-place
votes and 1,669 points from the national media panel.
Cincinnati received 19 first-place
votes and 1,630 points, 23 more than
Michigan State, which was No. 1 on
20 ballots.
This is the third season Connecti-

Florida State, Tennessee headed for rematch
The Associated Press

Here's a familiar pairing:
Florida State vs. Tennessee for the
national championship.
The Seminoles (9-0) remained
in first place in the latest Bowl
Championship Series standings,
released Monday, and the defending national champion Volunteers
(7-1) jumped from fifth to second.
The final BCS standings on Dec.
5 determine which teams play in
college football's designated national title game, the Sugar Bowl
on Jan. 4. The standings are based
on a formula that considers The
Associated Press media poll and
the USA Today/ESPN coaches' poll,
eight computer rankings, strengthof-schedule and number of losses.
Last season, Tennessee won the
national title with a 23-16 win over
Florida State in the Fiesta Bowl in
the first year of the BCS setup.
Virginia Tech (8-0) remained in

third place despite Penn State's drop
from second to seventh after the
Nittany Lions (9-1) were beaten by
Minnesota. A weak schedule, rated
just 60th of 114 Division I-A teams,
prevented the Hokies from advancing. Florida State's schedule was
rated 16th toughest; Tennessee's
ninth.
Rounding out the top five were
Florida in fourth place and Kansas
State in fifth place.
Florida State, No. 1 in both
polls since the preseason, had
2.64 points in the standings: 1
point for poll average, 1 point for
computer rank average, 0.64 for
strength-of-schedule, and zero for
losses. Florida State did not play
on Saturday.
Tennessee, ranked third in the
AP media poll and the coaches'
poll, had 7.07 points: 3 for poll
average, 2.71 for computer rank
average, 0.36 for strength-of-

InUtttlitMm

Chickaick.com

Check out our networks at wvvw.snowball.cofh
i

i

UConn is preseason hoops #1

The Associated Press

schedule and 1 for losses. The
Vols beat Notre Dame 38-14 Saturday night.
Virginia Tech, ranked second
in both polls, had 7.40 points: 2
for poll average, 3 for computer
rank average, 2.40 for strengthof-schedule and zero losses.
While the Hokies failed to
move up, they inched closer than
they were last week. Virginia
Tech trailed Penn State by 1.7
points a week ago; it trails Tennessee by .33 points this week.
On Saturday, Maryland is at
Florida State; Miami at Virginia
Tech and Tennessee at Arkansas.
Nebraska was in sixth place,
followed by Penn State, Wisconsin, Alabama and Mississippi
State.
Also on Saturday, Kansas
State is at Nebraska; Mississippi
State at Alabama; and Michigan
at Penn State.

cut has been ranked No. 1. The Huskies were there for 10 weeks last
season and for one week in 1994-95.
Since 1980, four teams ranked
No. 1 in the preseason poll have gone
on to win the national championship:
North Carolina in 1982, UNLV in
1990, Duke in 1992 and Kentucky in
1996.
Connecticut was ranked second
in last year's preseason poll, behind
Duke, the team it beat in the national
title game.
Cincinnati has four starters back
from the team that went 27-6 and was
knocked out in the second round of
the NCAA tournament.
The Spartans, who were 33-5 and

made their first Final Four appearance since 1979 last season, would
most probably have beep selected
No. 1 but All-America Mateen
Cleaves, one of three returning starters, broke his foot and will be out
until mid-December at the earliest.
Auburn was ranked fourth with
four No. 1 votes and 1,567 points,
145 more than Ohio State, which
received three first-place votes.
North Carolina had three first-place
votes and 1,421 points and was
ranked sixth. Temple, which was
No. 1 on two ballots, had 1,381
points.
Florida, Arizona and Duke
rounded out the Top Ten.

Thanks A Heap For Reading

The George-Anne
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Football Prognosticators — Meet the Guesspert:
THE G-A
PICK'EM Box

"BUT DON'T BET ON IT."
This is just an exhibition of skill,
so, please, folks no wagering.

GSU at Jacksonville State
Tennessee at Arkansas
Florida at South Carolina
Auburn at Georgia
Mississippi State at Alabama
Michigan at Perm State
Iowa at Wisconsin
Illinois at Ohio State
Michigan State at Northwestern
Indiana at Minnesota
Kansas State at Nebraska
Texas Tech at Texas
Maryland at FSU
Clemson at Georgia Tech
Miami at Virginia Tech
Green Bay at Dallas
Miami at Buffalo
Kansas City at Tampa Bay
Baltimore at Jacksonville
Denver at Seattle

Jerald Carter
Ed Talent Search
(16-4) (110-30)

John Bryson
G-A Sports Editor
(16-4)(105-35)

Kelley McGonnell
G-A Editor in Chief
(15-5)(98-42)

Sharyn White-Coe
Communication Arts
(14-6)(105-35)

Joyce Estrada
SGA Exec. VP
(14-6)(103-37)

George Lynch
Director of Testing
(14-6)(100-40)

Kevin Caskey
G-A Pick 'Em Guy
(12-8)(99-41)

Zachary Rushing
Senior GS Student
(14-6)(92-48)

Dr. Simon Attle
Sport MNGT. Prof.
Guest

GSU
Tennessee
Florida
Georgia
Alabama
Penn State
Wisconsin
Ohio State
Michigan State
Minnesota
Nebraska
Texas
FSU
Georgia Tech
Virginia Tech
Dallas
Miami
Tampa Bay
Jacksonville
Seattle

GSU
Tennessee
Florida
Georgia
Alabama
Penn State .
Wisconsin
Ohio State
Michigan State
Minnesota
Nebraska
Texas
FSU
Georgia Tech
Virginia Tech
Dallas
MiamiKansas City
Jacksonville
Seattle

GSU
Tennessee
Florida
Georgia
Alabama
Penn State
Wisconsin
Ohio State
Michigan State
'Minnesota
' Nebraska
Texas
FSU
Georgia Tech
Virginia Tech
Dallas
Buffalo
Tampa Bay
Jacksonville
Denver

GSU
Tennessee
Florida
Georgia
Alabama
Penn State
Wisconsin
Ohio State
Michigan State
Minnesota
Kansas State
Texas
FSU
Georgia Tech
Virginia Tech
Dallas
Buffalo
Kansas City
Jacksonville
Seattle

GSU
Tennessee
Florida
Georgia
Alabama
Penn State
Wisconsin
Ohio State
Michigan State
Minnesota
Nebraska
Texas
FSU
Georgia Tech
Virginia Tech
Green Bay
Miami
Kansas City
Jacksonville
Seattle

GSU
Tennessee
Florida
Georgia
Alabama
Penn State
Wisconsin
Ohio State
Michigan State
Minnesota
Nebraska
Texas
FSU
Georgia Tech
Virginia Tech
Green Bay
Miami
Kansas City
Jacksonville
Seattle

GSU
Tennessee
Florida
Georgia
Mississippi State
Penn State
Wisconsin
Ohio State
Michigan State
Minnesota
Nebraska
Texas Tech
'FSU
Georgia Tech
Virginia Tech
Dallas
Buffalo
Kansas City
Jacksonville
Seattle

GSU
Tennessee
Florida
Georgia
Mississippi State
Penn State
Wisconsin
Ohio State
Michigan State
Minnesota
Nebraska
Texas
FSU
Georgia Tech
Virginia Tech
Dallas
Miami
Tampa Bay
Jacksonville
Seattle

GSU
Tennessee
Florida
Georgia
Alabama
Penn State
Wisconsin
Illinois
Michigan State
Minnesota
Nebraska
Texas
FSU
Clemson
Virginia Tech
Dallas
Miami
Tampa Bay
Jacksonville
Seattle

BIHLO
1.

GSU

at

Jacksonville

University Plaza #3 • 871 -4054
State

2.

Tennessee at Arkansas

■ ^^^
m
W^^QglO

1 University Plaza
871 WING
See Our Ad in
Today's Paper

M»g

600 Brannen St
764-8496

GEORGIA SOUTHERN
UNIVERSITY S T 0 R E

Iowa at Wisconsin

207 North Side Dr.
and
811 South Main St.

Indiana at Minnesota

11.

a great place to five year round
13. Maryland at FSU

The George -Anne Classifieds
Where else can you get 20 words for free?

Illinois at Ohio State

AD
Advertising info: 681-5611
Miami at Buffalo

BROADCASTING
EVERY DAY

Guest Predictor Patrick Novotny
went 15-5 last week.

Carolina

405 Fair Rd.
764-7669

powertel.

JL PCS

WIRELESS

SERVICES

871-7522
Michigan State at North
western

9.

Ivory Tower
406 Fair Rd. • 764-5048

12.

Kansas State Nebras

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Rules:
All entries must be received by Fridays by 5 p.m. No exceptions.
No purchase necessary and only one entry per person.
Entries must include name, address and phone number.
Student athletes and members of the athletic department are not eligible.
Editorial staff of The George-Anne is not eligible.
Entries may be submitted on a piece of paper, napkin, whatever. Just
include your picks and name and phone number.
Decision of the judges is final. The George-Anne reserves the right to
establish contestant qualifications.

Texas Tech at Texas

C A w F
E
See Our Ad in the D&E

14.

Clemson at Georgia Tech

607 Brannen #4

764-6565
16.

Name:

Green Bay at Dallas

Phone:

0CftAN

Address:

GALity

Here are the winners... There's no need to look further

2

12

3
4

13
14

5
6
7
8

15
16
17

9
10

Baltimore at Jacksonville

S.

6. Michigan at Penn State

Phone
681-5181

Now you can pick with the G-A pickers. Simply fill out this form and circle
your predicted winner from each game. Then drop it off at The George-Anne
office in the Williams Center room 2023 or mail to P.O. Box 8001, Statesboro,
GA 30460. Each week you may win a prize-filled grab bag with prizes from
student media and the athletic department. Go ahead try your luck.

6.

Miami at Virginia

at

Pick Against the Pickers

L_J APARTMENTS kJ

17.

Ala-

College Plaza
681-4326

SEASONS

15.

at

2 Locations

STATESBORO, GEORGIA

10.

8.

Florida

See Our Ad
in the D&E

"Your Student Entertainment Connection"

^" Mississippi State
hama

871-6501

HOLIDAY PIZZA

See Our Ad In Today's Paper
More Info: 486-7270

Movie Gallery

itTYTIRE^

3.

E^ ntertainment

Auburn at Georgia

7.

g)

Piercing by Rick

Statesboro Mall

PLAYERS CLUB

APARTMENTS

18.

"Where Families & friends Heel"

Kansas City at Tampa Bay

We're Doing it
Three Times a Week

18
19
20

Must be received no later than 5 p.m. Friday, October 8, by The George-Anne,
Room 2023 Williams, or P.O. Box 8001, Statesboro, GA 30460

" "f he_G-A Footbaff "
Picks Contest

20.

Denver at Seattle

Eric Levin won the Picks Contest
by going 18-2.

■
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BSA presents Blaqshion '99 Dinner for two, dining alone
By Melissa Denby
Staff Writer

A lot of hot models in cool clothes
featured at the Blaqshion Fashion
Show presented by the Black Student
Alliance and Dyverzion Dance Team this
past Monday night. It was held in the
Russell Union Ballroom. Hosted by
Tamika "Mi-Kay" Mills, Blaqshion featured the Monopoly Brothers DJ-ing and
Subject to Change.
The Ballroom was packed to the max
in what could have easily been mistaken
foraparty.TheMonopolyBrothers added
great music to the mix as Tamika Mills
welcomed the audience. Subject to
Change appeared on the stage shortly
after and opened the show with a rap
about how people should come together.
The audience loved it.
This was no ordinary fashion show
where models just walk down the
isle and back. Blaqshion had scenes!
There were both guy and lady models acting out simple scenes, but it
really made a big difference.
The first scene had couples walking
down the aisle as a girl fixed a guy' s tie or
aguy helped a girl put on ajacket. There
was much interaction between the models. They danced together or by each
other. However, the audience was definitely involved. They danced, yelled to
their friends, sang along to the songs, and
admired the fine models...I mean clothes!
In one scene guys dressed in suits
faced off with guys dressed as thugs. It
was funny to watch the guys, who were
obviously friends, pretend to face off
each other. Another scene for the guys
had calendar girls wearing everything
from jackets to lingerie.
The only criticism was the delays
between each scene. The models were
never ready on time. Maybe the guys had
problems changing quickly, but Tamika

were

The Single Guy

balloon on Valentines Day.
But now, we are playing a whole
different
game. Ladies and gentleThroughout the ages, rejection has
men
welcome
to the main event. If
become the stable diet of most of us
dating
is
a
game,
then college is the
who have tried whole-heartedly to
Super
Bowl.
ride into the sunset of modern dating.
Rejection goes from being a stageFrom the aversions to down right
hand
to a starring role. And after
honesty, nothing is more mortifying
your
fifth
knock down, you almost
to the personal ego than finding you
expect it to come and take a bow.
just aren't good enough.
Suddenly, there is a new style
Even as a child, rejection
added
to the dismemberment of
showed no mercy. In fourth grade,
self-esteem.
Among these methods,
writing a note to the walking Cabmy
pick
has
to be for the phantom
bage Patch doll that you had been
boyfriend.
You
know this one.
eyeing hanging by her knees on the
You've
been
playing
your game
monkey bars. The note was simple,
for about four hours
complete with
and then, she picks
two boxes. One
some ridiculous debox took up
AMONG THESE METHODS, MY PICK HAS
tail and says, "Oh
about three
really, my boyTO BE FOR THE PHANTOM BOYFRIEND. YOU
quarters of the
friend loves to
page and was
KNOW
THIS
ONE.
YOU'VE
BEEN
PLAYING
watch Seinfeld with
designated for
his teddy bear, too."
"yes."
The
YOUR GAME FOR ABOUT FOUR HOURS AND
Whatever! Someother box, conone please throw a
THEN, SHE PICKS SOME RIDICULOUS DETAIL
veniently
flag. If she really
placed around
AND
SAYS,
"OH
REALLY,
MY
BOYFRIEND
has a boyfriend,
the middle hole
then Nicholas Cage
of the paper
LOVES TO WATCH SEINFELD WITH HIS TEDDY
won best actor for
was set for
his role:in "Raising
BEAR, TOO." WHATEVER!
"no." A simple
Arizona."
democratic ^^^^^^^^^^
^^^m^^m
But that is just
process that
how
it
goes
in
love
and war. Even if
we
swear
is
a
babe
magnet.
Espemore often than not lead to imwe're playing cowboys and indians,
cially
the
chicks
that
dig
not
having
peachment.
As we grew older and wiser, the an air conditioner, seat belts, a everyone feels like General Custer
middle school years led to New working radio, windows that roll sometimes. But there is hope.
Even for my roommate, who has
Kids on the Block and the amazing all the way up or driving over 55
the
greatest personality, but still
without
being
shaken
to
death.
origami rejection letter, complete
calls
himself the King of RejecGetting
dumped
in
high
school
with pull tab. Both of which spelled
Becky Smith
tion;
perhaps
he will end up with
was
always
the
worst.
My
personal
disaster for those of us who were
MODELING AND MUSIC: At Blaqshion '99, models acted out
the
greatest
kingdom
of all.
favorite
was
breaking
up
right
after
searching for love between Georscenes while modeling the latest fashions.
If
you
need
to
reach
southern's
a
major
holiday.
Hey,
just
because
gia History and Pre-Algebra. It was
single
guy,
you
can
e-mail
him at
you
can't
stand
each
other
doesn't
Blaqshion was awesome! For those one thing to be rejected because I
Mills did a goodjob keeping the audience
singleguy_gsu@yahoo.
com.
mean
that
you
should
be
without
a
distracted. She was a good host and was of you who missed it, you missed a great was ugly, but quite another to run
show.
very comfortable with everyone.
second to some pansy on a giant
button who sends a monthly personalized letter for the low price of
$19.95.
The note was not much better.
After you mutilated the paper into a
million pieces, due to the fact that
males of this species have the meticulousness of a gorilla, you read
just enough to see the words "no"
and "hell." Needless to say, she was
less than excited with your acquisition.
Then, we move to high school,
where our world changes due to a
brown 1983 Chevy Full-Size that

Wireless for
$10 a month!
(No more excuses)
It's our lowest price ever. All-digital wireless service for just $10 a month. Add unlimited local
weekend calling for an extra $10 a month and 230 anytime minutes for another $10 a month,

© BELLSOUTH Mobility jfa

Biusotrm Moe&nrr ocs mm
..-...,.-■..■

Statesboro
College Plaza 502 Fair Road

(next to Zaxby's)

912-681-2355

CAlt i-888-327-2001
www.b««lsouth<kj.com
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GSU students were asked: Who
is your favorite local band?

Who will be screwed at the 1999 Survivor Series?
By Michael Russo
Staff Writer

. .

Two years ago at the Survivor
Series, Vince McMahon stripped Bret
"Hitman" Hart not only of the WWF
Title, but of his dignity as well. The
end result left the "Hitman" character destroyed, which in turn gave
little to no worth for rival company
WCW. The bottom line: McMahon
got exactly what he wanted.
Last year at Survivor Series:
Deadly Game, McMahon screwed
Mankind out of the WWF Title in the
same fashion. (A mockery of what
took place one year ago.) Does the
Chairman of the World Wrestling
Federation plan on going the same
route this year? Or maybe a better
question would be, "What is it that
McMahon wants out if this year's
event?"
With McMahon's actions being
highly questionable as of late, I believe that it is safe to assume that the
likelihood that someone will be
screwed at this year's Survivor Series is great. The only question that
remains is, "Who?"
With the way the story has un-
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"The Sauce Boss. He cooks
and sings at the same timehe's the man."
Elizabeth Jamerson
freshman, international
business major

"Wallace Green. They have a
cool sound to their music."
Ean Sonnier
freshman, technology education major

"Wallace Green. The music is
good and the band members
are really cool."
Thomas Pierce
senior, computer science major

rf^^mn^.

folded in recent weeks, McMahon
has continued to claim that his actions, as of late, are nothing more
than the result of an accident. This
part of the story can tell you two
different things. One, McMahon truly
does hate Triple H and he's trying to
screw him over every way he can or
two, McMahon really is setting up
the Brahma Bull and the Rattlesnake
for a royal screwing at this Sunday's
pay-per-view event.
But let's look at this a little more
closely. With all the antics McMahon
has successfully pulled off in the
past, isn't what I mentioned above a
little obvious? To truly determine
what McMahon plans to do, we must
look at the unexpected. Therefore, if
you plan on watching the Survivor
Series this Sunday, then I would recommend that you stop reading so I
don't spoil the surprise, because I
believe I've got McMahon's ticket.
McMahon screwing Austin? That
story has been played out. Giving
WWF Entertainment Inc. the benefit
of the doubt I'd say it's safe to say
that era has come to an end.
So where does that leave us?

Triple H is out, and so is Austin. So
how about the Corporation's "crown
jewel" and the McMahon family favorite from last year's Survivor Series? That's right. I'm talking about
"The People's Champion", The Rock.
As of now, The Rock is a huge fan
favorite, and it would seem like a
mistake to have him turn heel with
his huge fan following. However,
only so much can be done with this
young Superstar as a face. Aligning
him with McMahon opens a door
that gives the WWF's creative team
a wide variety of possibilities. But
more importantly, it sets the stage of
the biggest pay-per-view of them all,
Wrestle Mania 2000.
Of course there is a possibility
that McMahon may not screw anyone at all. (That too would be a surprise, wouldn't it?) After all, it is
expected, and may not be possible to
fool the fans this time around. But
then again, I remember McMahon
once saying, "Who ever it was who
said you can't fool some of the people
all of the time was a damn fool!"
With that being said, this Sunday' s
pay-per-view will SHOCK us all.

The final game

"Third Coals. They are from
Savannah and they talk about
knowledge and the stuff that
they go through. It relates to
us."
Moncello Stewart
sophomore, engineering major

"I like Members Only and
Kwijibo. I've liked Members
Only for two years. I play
guitar and I enjoy a good guitarist."
Nabel Bashimam
freshman, civil engineering
major

"Third Coals. They have a
nice fulfilling beat."
Dalynthia Johnson
sophomore, biology-pre-med
major
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Photos by John Bryson
Becky Smith

rhe Benjamins battle For The Good Times in the final game for
Men's C-League flag football division championships.

Thank you for reading The George-Anne.
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Monday
Kids eat free$10 All you can
eat and drink 8-10.
QB-1 Mon. Night Football.
RibeyeS8,95
Tuesday
Bash 6-10 $7.95 All you can eat.
Live Comedy!
Wednesday
Live Trivia w/Jeff&Todd
$10 Corona Buckets - $5.95 Fajitas

Thursday
Karaoke
Rib-O-Rama $7.95
$ 1.00 Margaritas
Friday
Live Entertainment
Saturday
Live Entertainment
The Place to be on Gameday
25<J Wings

f

Chinese Restaurant

j„„,|

Dine In • Carry Out • Host Parties

A Place for Authentic
Chinese Food
Located by Winn-Dixie.
Open Daily:
Next to Dollar General 11:30 am -10:30 pm V*kZ> IWMHH J, /04-55.5& ^
MMWMWWMMIj

mmB^^
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IPIZZA • CALZONES • LASAGNA • SPAGHETTI • STEAK GRINDERS • MEAT &|

g 2 Medium 1-Topping
Pizzas for only

$7 99

s

N
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HOT TDAV
405 Fair Rd.
Next to Recreation Dept.
Open Dailyllam-ll:30pin
FREE DELIVERY

Lunch Buffet
11 am to 2 pm
only 3.99
Dinner Buffet 4.99
(weekdays only 6-8)

764-7669

G-A CLASSIFIEDS
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What a Deal!!
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Classifieds are FREE to Students and Faculty!
(20 Words or Less, Noncommercial)
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E4£LEClNEM4
AT THE RUSSELL

A Division of Student Affairs

All Movies Show in
Russell Union
Theater

£

Friday, Nov. 12

7:00 pm & 9:30pm
Saturday, Nov. 13
5:30 pm A 8:00pm

Nature called.
Look who answered.

PUPPY
Once you adopt a Wtt, you've gat to Soaep ftim.
FwSPi'S'^ixmt,

mmm$w».M

COLUMBIA; Yi

jFGjtjf.Lf*^ »«w«™ TOfUipSlA]
www.sony.com/btgu'addy
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Today's Quote

GA CLASSIFIEDS, etc.

"Nobody ever died of laughter."
— Max Beerbohm

ACROSS
1 Ethan Frame's
vehicle
5 Narrow margin
9 Residence
14 Son of Leah
15 European river
16 Jacket piece
17 Rara
18 Tim of "WKRP in
Cincinnati"
19 Fleshy fruits
20 Free-for-alls
22 Former Ethiopian
ruler
24 Bun seeds
26 Type size
27 Farm building
28 Renters
32 Beyond what is
required
36 That's disgusting!
37 Adam's
grandson
38 Golfer Alcott
39 "Vissi d'arte," e.g.
40 Fuss
41 Call to answer
charges
45 Rick Of
"Ghostbusters"
47 U.S. weather grp.
48 Mrs. Parker?
49 Aquarium fish
53 Like loosest
trousers
57 Slanting type
58 Acrylic fiber
59 Record
61 Nary a one
62 Contemptuous
sound
63 Work units
64 Quaker pronoun
65 Deep sleeps
66 Castle's defense
67 Instrument with
seven pedals
DOWN
Bangs shut
Embankment
Bad deeds
Vlaladies
Reflexive
pronoun
6 Pub offering
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FOR SALE washer and dryer good condition. $200 call David at 871-5010 anytime.
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140 Help Wanted
129
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41 Applies oils
42 Upslope
43 Superlatively
sticky
44 Naval: pref.
46 Type of goat
50 Hilo hi
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53
54
55
56
60
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Lesser
Freeze over
Type of pear
River of Pisa
Lay eyes on
Source of poi
Links org.

of our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed

10 G-A Action Ads
FREEBIE INFO

ALL FREE

student and faculty ads to be run in the
George-Anne must have a NAME, P.O.
BOX and PHONE NUMBER. Ads will be
rejected if they do not have this
information. NO EXCEPTIONS.

*- STUDENTS BEWARE
ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens
all advertisements prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept ads for legitimate products and services only. Students
are urged to exercise caution when replying to ads — particularly those which require a credit card number, other personal
information,-or money in advance of the delivery of a product or service. Students are
also urged to report to the newspaper any
suspicious offers which they might see in
an ad. Remember, if an offer seems too
good to be true, it probably is.
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The
George-Anne is the official student newspaper of Georgia Southern University,
owned and operated by GSU students and
utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The
newspaper is the oldest continuously d in
Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The
ideas expressed herein are those of the editor or the individual authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the Student
Media Committee, the administration, the
faculty and staff of Georgia Southern University, or the University System of Georgia. The George-Anne is published three
times weekly during the academic year and
five times during summers. Any questions
regarding content should be directed to the
editor at by phone at 912/681-5246 or fax
at 912/486-7113. Readers may also send
electronic messages to the newspaper staff
by visiting our web site at http://
www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023,
F. I. Williams Center. The George-Anne,
P.O. Box 8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246
(News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising) or
.912/486-7113 (Fax)
ADVERTISING INFORMATION
■ The George-Anne reserves the right to re'fuse any advertisement.
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for
- reserving space and submitting advertising
■ copy is Noon, one week prior to the intend"ed publication date.
For more information, rate cards, sample
. publications, contact: Jonathan Brooks, Advertising Manager, ADS, (912) 681 -5418; or
Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator,
',(912)681-0069.
'. PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The
■ newspaper makes every reasonable effort
' to present correct and complete information
' in advertisements. However, the advertiser
. is responsible for proofing the ad upon publication and should notify the newspaper immediately in the event of an error. The newspaper is not responsible for any errors in
advertisements and its liability for adjustments is limited to the amount of space the
error occupied in the ad. Further, the newspaper is not responsible for any damages
caused due to an ad's omission from a particular edition and its responsibility solely is
to reschedule the ad in the next regular edition at the regular advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from
students, faculty and staff must be non-commercial in nature and submitted in writing,
with the name of the sender, local address,
and phone number. No free ads taken via
telephone - at this price we don't take
dictation. One free ad per person per week.
Commercial classified are 20 cents per word
with a $4 minimum per insertion. Tearsheets
are $2 extra per insertion.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Subscription rates for home delivery of The GeorgeAnne are $30 per semester, or $52 per year,
delivered by third class mail. Please address
all inquiries to Zeina Rahme, Business Manager. The George-Anne is distributed free
of charge on the Georgia Southern University campus through delivery sites located in
campus buildings, at off-campus sites, and
in residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free
copy, and a second for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites. Additional
copies are 35 cents each and are available
at the Williams Center. However, unauthorized removal of additional copies from a distribution site constitutes theft under Geor. gia law, a misdemeanor offense punishable
by a fine and/or jail time. Editors will seek
to have any person(s) who removes more
than the authorized number of copies from
distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft

2 FULL time VISTA volunteer Coordinators
needed to implement America Reads program. Strong organization and recruitment
skills required. Benefits include a monthly
living allowance, end of year cash or educational stipend plus health insurance.
Graduate students encouraged to apply.
Call 764-6179.

BABYSITTER/TUTOR NEEDED immediately. Daily from 3-6 dep and safe transp.
a must. Exc. pay. References req. Call 4893095

m

66

d

HOUSE CLEANING. Yes- windows, vacuuming, dusting, washing walls and floors.
Every other Saturday. 488-2323.

$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our
circulars. No Experience Required. Free
information packet. Call 202-452-5940.

I M;V~

1999 Tf ibuie Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved

7 Bird of the Nile
8 Changing troop
positions
9 Andes
mammals
10 Corkwood trees
11 Unnamed work
12 Moore of "Ghost"
13 So what is
new?
21 Al Fujayrah
leader
23 In
of
25 Sun and its
orbiters
29 Australia's
largest lake
30 Destroy
31 Card game for
three
32 Cloth connection
33 Take apart
34 Substandard
35 Thurman of
"Batman and
Robin"
39 Dark red dye
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COME AND play the Roommate Game
Free Wed, Nov 17th 6pm. Sign up Mon.
Nov. 8th through Wed. Nov 10 Inside the
Union. Bring can-food donation. Prizes
awarded.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to read books to
children at Mattie Lively Elemenatary
School during RIF week- November 1618th. Please call Dana Cork for more information 764-3793
ROLLS ROYCE for hire. Reasonable rates.
Call for details. 489-4692 or leave a message.
PLEDGE AND didn't like it? Start you own
Fraternity! Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men
to start a new Chapter. If you are interested
in academic success and an opportunity to
make friends in a non-pledging brotherhood,
email zbt@zbtnational.org or call John Stemen at 317-334-1898.
DRUG PROBLEM? Narcotics Anonymous
has the solution. Call 800-334-3322 for a
meeting schedule.

40 Autos for Sale
WHITE MAZDA Miata a/c cd, tint, chrome
wheels, two tops. White face guages, new
clutch, very clean and fun. Call 681-8463.
Ask for Craig.
OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS 88, 4 door, excellent condition, automatic, new brakes
and tires. Runs great. $2,000 call for more
details. 489-3430
CARS FOR sale red oldsmobile Supreme
89 auto, 2 door, very nice and runs excellent. Always maintained. New tires and
brakes. $2,800 call for more information
912-489-3430.

90 Education
FUN & STUFF VisitourWeb
site for list of things to do that are educational and fun. On-line at http://

www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

120 Furniture &
Appliances
FOR SALE! double bed with frame, mattress, and box SDrina. Call 681-4352

Mother Goose & Grim

MO

tTseews ALMOST
UNFAIRTO CHASE

TEN GALLON fish tank with hood light filter $50. Firm 29 gallon fish tank with hood
light $125 obo. 681-6170

AKC SHIH-Tzus. Only one left. Female,
gold/white. $275 avail. Nov. 17th. 681 -7932.

ADAM
KorA£ .

MorJt.

^>0 -(OUW/W£
STATESBORO PLACE one or two bedrooms avail, now with own private bath.
Totally funrnished and more only $285
month plus 1/4 utilities. Call Mary 486-3239.
STADIUM WALK apartment for rent 2 bed,
new w/d. No deposit avail in Dec. No rent
due in Dec. $242.50 per person. 871-5216

fw\s U\«L€ pi&ctc weM< wee
v££. VJ££ Auu -fW£ wM Y\O/A£ ,
wvV\cv\ fl.£M.u>-< \C-v<£u SOM£ of
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I NEED someone to sublease my apartment. 2 bedroom full bath w/d 239 a month
very quiet complex call 681-3247 or email
kemy62@hotmail
NEED SOMEWHERE to live. January
through July. Close to campus. Furnished
bedroom. Washer, dryer. Call Monica @
681-3700 or leave a message.
BIG ONE bedroom. $275 monthly. Avail.
November. Call 681-4352.
NEED TO sublease for spring semester. OB
$300 month. Cable inlcuded. Reasonable
utilities.
SPACIOUS TWO bedroom apartment in
Park Place available January to August .
Two baths washer and dryer no deposit
$262.50 month per person. Please call 681 6393 or 871-6679
SUBLEASE FOR spring 2000 Stadium
Walk apartment 2 bedrooms 1 bathroom
washer, dryer, dishwasher walking distance
total rent $485 call 681-6742. Leave message.
NEED SOMEONE to sublease apartment
in Stadium Walk starting in December 99.
Two bedroom, one bath, dishwasher, and
washer, dryer hookups. Call 681 -6384 if interested.

ICK

SEASONS APARTMENT for rent, large
bedroom and bath avilable for sublease
Spring Semester 2000. Only $240 per
month. Call for more infromation 681-8913,

STRING AND A
BOX, WOW THOUGHTFUL

CAT
BICT-IDAVS.

CUTEST 2 bedroom apartment in the
'Boro!! Great locatiOon, very inexpensive,
good neighbors! Wonderful landlord! Must
lease now! Please call 764-4893 or 7648488 Thank you!
SUBLEASE HOUSE two car garage backyard very clean $283 a month 1/3 utilities
Hawthorne spring quarter 681-8718
WALK TO SCHOOL- THE VARSITY
LODGE APARTMENT FOR rent 1 bed, 1
bath, end unit, furnished (or unfurnished),
room for 2 people, avail. Nov. 1st only $325/
month. Call John R. at 681-4312.

©1996 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

GSU FEMALE student SAVE $50 a month
rent. Will sublet Player's Club Apt. Call 912530-7720.

; Rip Us Off.

NEED TWO roommates to sublease in
Towne Club 4 bedroom flat. $250 per person a month. Call 681-7662 for more info.

POWER MACINTOSH. 110mhz, 56mb, os
8.5, fax modem, 14" monitor included, Super Software $500. Apple Scanner, new
unopened, $300. Both $700 488-2323.

#1 SPRING Break Vacations! Best prices
Guaranteed!!! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahama,

TYPING AVAIL. Term papers, reports, resumes etc. Short notice not a problem. Call
865-2796. Leave a message.

200 Pets & Supplies

1982 280 zx make an offer. Also, 1970's
Ford F-100, food fixer-uper. $800 or best
offer. Call 852-5270 after 6pm on weekdays.
Ask for Jack.

FOR SALE Robotics 28.8 internal modem
$50 call David at 871-5010 anytime

at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

CATALOG SEASON.

230 Roommates

80 Computers &
Software

LANZAR VIBE 600 watt, two channel amp.
for sale. $175 obo. Call Chip 688-2267

320 Word Processing/
Typing

KAWASAKI NINJA '92 500ex low miles
$8,500. Low price. $2,500. Great bike call
871-6179. Getting married must sell.

1985 CADILLAC for sale $300 or better offer. Needs some work. Call for more details.
Ask for Pattie at 486-3232. Good Transporation.

CROME 17" ARE rims and Nitto 450 tires
size 17/50/225 fits any 5 lug jeep or mustang asking $1,000 obo call Sean 871 -5558
leave message.

UPGRADE YOUR car stereo! Pioneer
Equalizer for sale! Five band option. Dual
illusion! $35 or better offer! 871-3971 call
any time.

FUN & STUFF VisitourWeb
site for list of places to visit and things to do
that are both educational and fun. On-line

170 Motorcycles

BIG ONE bedroom. $275 monthly. Avail.
November Call 681-4352.

STYLING HONDA Accord LX Supa-Dupa
Deal. 764-3264

260 Stereo & Sounds

NOKIA CELL phone for sale $25 with battery and charger call Cedric 688-2045

FOR SALE 1992 Buick LeSabre, 84,500
miles call Kenny @ 764-2828.

50 Auto Parts, Repair

WINTER - Spring Break 2000 Campus
Reps. Cancun, Mazatian, Acapulco, Jamaica & S. Padre. Earn feet trips + cash. Call
Jason 706-208-9685 or 1-800.SURFS.UP.

For sale 133" Emerson TV $50, Brother
word processor $50, wood closet $75, Call
Michael or Jason @ 489-2221

220 Rentals & Real
Estate

GEORGIA PHI Theta Kappa Alumni Association seeks memebers. Any graduate from
a PTK Chapter please contact us:
gaalumni@hotmail.com
or
http:www.geocities.com/ga (- on bottom)
alumni

290 Travel

BEER BAR for sale co2 tank, two taps, keg,
tap drain, must see $250 obo 681-8718

20 Announcements

FREE CD of cool indie music when you register at mybytes.com, the ultimate website
for your college needs.

& Florida! Book early & receive free meal
plan anow hiring Campus Reps!
1800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

160 Miscellaneous for
Sale

45 GALLON fish tank for sale. Has filter,
heater, fish, plants, and gravel. Call 6814352.

HISPANIC STUDENT Association meets
every Wednesday at 7pm in the Russell
Union. Everyone is welcome!

CD'S FOR sale! Bob Dylan, Led Zepplin,
Jimmy Buffet, Beatles, AC/DC, Tom Petty,
Jimmy Page, Frank Zappa, Arlo Guthrie.
Obly $5 each. Call Juan 681-1015

SHIATSU! STUDENT rates avail. Japanese
pressure point method of healing. Call 7643264 for an appointment or more information.

Campus Recreation & Intramurals is looking for a web designer. Must have previous
expereince. Applications must be in by November 5th to Steve Sanders at the CRI office in the RAC. Call 681-5436 for more information.

by Some, Read by them AH" - from Robert Williams of the Blackshear Times. Call
Bob and he can tell you who he stole it from
originally.

STATESBORO STALLIONS Semi pro football tryouts Nov. 6th 1999 at 3:30 pm. $25
cash only. Open to all who are willing to play
hard. 486-3131.

240 Services

ONE FEMALE roommate needed Jan-Aug
includes washer dryer own bedroom and
bathroom. Only $262.50/month please call
681-6393.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share two bedroom one bath house in University Place
off of Georgia Ave. Furnished, close to campus. Call Adam at 688-2146.
2 ROOMMATES needed for sublease
Statesboro Place $285 a month. Fully
funished Private bath call 486-3233 asap
for more information.
WF ROOMMATE needed now through August. Stadium Walk $200 deposit $232.50
a month. 1/2 utilities. Call 681 -7080 for more
details. Leave a message.
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That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get something for nothing. Say hello to a
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat.
Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you - and not your folks
- actually have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section
is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have their 20-word action ads published
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fill out the little rectangles below,
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our offices in
the Williams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and
staff must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please
- no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation.

2 ROOMMATES needed for 4 bedroom, 4
bath, apartment in Statesboro Place starting spring semester. Washer/dryer furnished
brand new. Call Kelly 486-3217, Stephanie
486-3296.
CLEAN RESPECTFUL smarfroommate
needed in 2 bedroom apt. $220 per month
plus utilities with deposit. Call 690-0635.
Need Roommate for Spring to Sublease 3
bed, duplex on Fair Rd. Rent $165 plus
utlities. Call Comie 764-9542 for information.
2 ROOMMATE sublease Spring and Summer semester. $200 monthly plus utilities,
washer/dryer. 3 minutes from campus. Call
871-5366 ask for Faith.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed ASAP to
share new 2 bed, 2 bath mobile home. Located about 5 miles from GSU. Call Melissa @ 852-5033 after 5:30pm or leave message.
Roommate needed for 2 bed, apt. Sublease
or rent $212 plus 1/2 utl. Spacious room with
washer and dryer, dishwasher, private bath.
Call Laura at 681-4031 for details
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Battle of the halls

By Dana MacKay
Staff Writer

All twelve residence halls on
campus will be competing in a
penny war to benefit the State
Charitable Contributions Program. The competition will be
held from November 8 through
November 19. The Hall that raises
the most money will win a Sega
Dreamcast for their lobby and a
pizza party complete with a D.J.,
all sponsored by the SGA.
The real competition will be
going on within the halls. Different floors will be going head- tohead to see who can raise the
most money through the penny

-

war. If you are unfamiliar with
the rules of a penny war, the concept is as follows: donations will
be collected during a scheduled
time by a representative of the
floor. One penny is equivalent to
one point. However, if silver
coins or dollar bills are placed
into an opposing floor's jar, then
that many points will be subtracted from their total number of
points.
The goal this year is $4,000.
The proceeds will go to the State
Charitable Contributions Program. This is an organization
that encompasses a wide range of
charities such as United Way, the

March of Dimes, and certain lo.»
cal and state charities.
"Service is the true essence o!
leadership," Aaron Nicely, SGj{
president, said. "As leaders and as
students we should all be overjoyed
with the opportunity to give back.'i
And if you don't live in aresi;
dence hall, there will be othef
opportunities for you to contrite
ute. Keep an eye out for other!
sales, games and competitions'
sponsored by the SGA.
But remember, this competition ends November 19, so start
turning over couch cushions, and!
stop to pick up that stray pennjf
and let the war begin.

*
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From diamonds to dinner, it's all on-line

By Joe Ben Deal
Staff Writer

Do you still go shopping at the mall?
On-line or off? Hooking up to the Internet
can now connect you with more stores
than any brick-and-mortar mall can hold.
Internet malls and specialty shops are
popping up in abundance. Looking for
that perfect diamond or maybe just a nice
juicy steak for supper, it's all on-line.
Browsing through hundreds of products is now only a click away, one of the
few disadvantages is you cannot physically sample the products before you
purchase them. In the future consumers
will be able to smell fragrances and taste
products through the Internet instead of
only reading reviews and looking at pictures on the computer screen. That future
maybe closer than you realize.
'TriSenx will make whole and sensational the human experience in cyber
space, by transmitting pristine flavors,
fragrances and textures. Our company
and our products, will be omnipotent in
our creation of this new market," states.

theTriSenx corporate philosophy on their
web page. TriSenx is a new company that
plans to "unleash" all five senses on-line.
They are developing software and hardware that transmits signals similar to the
way a fax machine works, only it translates the signals into flavors and scents.
Although food and perfumes aren't
the highest sellers on the Internet, they are
part of the rapidly growing e-commerce.
The total revenue of e-commerce for the
first quarter of 1999 had a 127 percent
increase over the first quarter of 1998.
With the Christmas buying season just
startjng,an additional three millionlnternet
users are expected to make their first online purchases this holiday season.
Sixty-two percent of new Internet
users plan to use the Internet for some of
their holiday shopping, almost 100 percent more than last year. Convenience,
special on-line prices, avoiding crowds,
and curiosity are the reason new Internet
users cited for wanting to shop on-line.
Brick-and-mortar stores and their
Internet counterparts are starting to work,.

together and promote each other. Many
consumers research products on-line, but
still buy them in the brick-and-mortar
stores. This also works the other way, too.
Some consumers inspect products at the
local stores before making the purchase
on-line. Some retail stores recognize this
and are moving towards making the
Internet an extension oftheir store instead
ofaseparate store accordingto Cyberatlas.
E-commerce is growing rapidly, but
it will still be sometime before it rivals the
brick-and-mortar stores.

Get Fit Fast With
Fitness Kickboxing
Fi itncKs Kickboxing has fast become
the hottest workout in America.
That's because it reaches you the
practical techniques of self-defense.
ire a high-energy class that's never
: baring like other workouts.
Punches. Kicks, Elbows, Knees.. .
all done to music in a fun, exciting
way that anyone can learn. But what
students tell us they like most about
our Fitness Kickboxing program is.
that it gets them in the best shape
of their lives.
• Bum up to 800 calories per hour
•'lone muscles
• Reduce fet
• Learn the techniques of self- defense
• Release stress
wfc guarantee that our Fitness
Kickboxing classes will give you the
best workout you've ever had, or
your money back. Call now!

Richard J. Claveria, M.D.
ORTHOPAEDIC
SURGERY

Spine Care
;

>„^.y 412 Northside Drive E.
Suite 500
Statcsboro, GA 30458

(912) 489-7746
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BLACK BELT ACADEMY

Eddie Lott's ATA Black Belt Academy
406 Fair Rd., #7
Statesboro, GA 30458

C3125I 764-3S44
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ANY PIZZA ANY TOPPINGS
DEEPDISH & DOUBLE PORTIONS $1.00 EXTRA

CARRY OUT
2 LARGE 2
TOPPING

$12.00

